
SOMMES-NOUS ?
p r e s s  k i t



SOMMES-NOUS?
Life ain’t but to burn questions (Antonin Artaud)

AT THE CENTRE OF THE STAGE, A PIANO
A PIANO, LIKE PANDORA’S BOX, FROM WHICH MUSIC, DANCE, MOVEMENT AND QUESTIONS WILL EMERGE AT WILL
FRAGMENTS OF IMAGES, MEMORIES, PROJECTIONS...
THE TIME THAT GOES BY... 

A visual show, absurd, full of  humor, with live music, for all audiences and that is on the border between theater and dance; where movement sustains words, anticipates them, prolongs 
them.

SOMMES-NOUS? Is a constant research to answer the impossible.

Five performers face questions that include the most diverse aspects of  existence: life, death, love, friendship, humour, ownership, hope…
A work in which one speaks in Catalan, in Spanish, in Portuguese and in French, a show that reminds us that language, rather than a barrier, can be universal; where it doesn’t matter 
where you are from, we all ask the same questions in our quest to discover who we are.
From each question the following one is born and thus it is configured what will be the only narrative thread of  the show. In no case complacent, they are demanding questions, lucids, 
sometimes desperate, but always loaded with humor.

In a way, these questions are a way of  locating us in the world we live in, as well as a mirror to others.

THE RESULT IS A SHOW THAT INSPIRES AND GIVES A LOT TO CONTEMPLATE.

CIA. SI TU T’IMAGINES

Si Tu T’imagines is a company of  physical theater that works from artistic multi disciplines such as theater, corporeal mime, dance, acrobatics, music and audiovisual; but principally 
and especially with the body as a research and creation engine. A company that seeks to break barriers, create shows where the various artistic disciplines complement each other 
for the creation of  new languages, risky, unconventional, but above all close to the public.

The company Si Tu T’imagines is directed by Olivier Décriaud and consists of  the interpreters Raquel Banal, Neilor Moreno, Marc Lorenzo, Siziana Reiser and Yucef  Zraiby.



DIRECTOR

OLIVIER DÉCRIAUD
Actor and theater director, specialized in physical theater. He is currently a professor at the MOVEO training center since 2005 and director of  the company 
Si tu t’imagines.

He was an actor at the Théâtre de l’Ange Fou in London. He is Co-founder of  the MOVEO theater and ToTum Teatre companies in Barcelona.

Diploma in the International School of  Corporeal Mime of  London and a degree in literature. He acted in: «Llàstima que segui un puta» by John Ford, direct-
ed by Anna Estrada (Catalan company La Pell); «ARA!» By MOVEO Teatro, directed by Stéphane Lévy; and in «RatOn» by ToTum Teatre, directed by Oscar 
Valsecchi and ValentinaTemussi.
 He has acted in several languages: French, English, Italian, Spanish and Catalan. He taught at the Institut del Teatre, the Col.legi de Teatre and the Plató de 
Cine for many years. Professor of  Literature at the Institut Français de Barcelone; He teaches French through theater and is passionate about photography.



ACTORS

RAQUEL BANAL
Actress and director. She is currently part of  the 
6th edition of  the company Els Malnascuts a la Sala 
Beckett in the Work «Bereshit» as choreographer 
and actress.

She began her career at “The Institut del Teatre” of 
Barcelona  in the department of  gesture . She grad-
uated in dramatic corporal mime while initiating her 
research in aerial acrobatics and deepened dance 
contact, animal instinct (with Matan Levkowich) and 
contemporary dance.
She has worked, as a dancer and actress, in the 
show «Cal·lígula» (Cia. Amics de les Arts de Ter-
rassa). As an assistant director and actress, she 
worked in «Saliva» and as a dramaturg in «Trilogía» 
(Excodra Teatro).

She debuted as director in «Cabaret de la Fam» 
(Cia. Atrás-Ada) with the collaboration of  ESTAE.

In 2017 she opened an international company 
(based in Barcelona and Malmö) with Cia. Banal, in 
which she stars and directs «LIMB-US».



YUCEF ZRAIBY
Actor. Originally from Lebanon. He has more than 7 years of  experience in the performing arts. 
He is currently an actor and director of  the shows «Cuando yo era pequeña” and «Hilos”, produc-
tions of  the independent theater companies “El Asombro” and “La Fusta”

Diploma and specialized in Dramatic corporeal Mime and Physical Theater by Moveo (Barcelona). 
One year course of  the Theater in English program, in A film Actor’s Studio, Sitges (Barcelona).

During his career he has participated in different productions in different cities of  Estonia, Leba-
non and Spain, highlighting his work in the shows «Lingua Franca» (Company Moon Productions 
and directed by Evelin Jogiste and Laura Kalle); «Tarannà» (with María Campos in the piece and 
co-produced by the Mercat de les Flors.); «Anclas» (company La fusta).

Played in several independent short films in Sitges and in Lebanon, as «Tanjara», for the “48hour 
film project 2011” (directed by Roody Khalil).



NEILOR MORENO
Actor. Currently a stable actor of  the company MOVEO (award Moritz Fira Tàrrega 2017 to «Conseqüencies») and di-
rector of  the show «Migrante» (Cia. Parece Una Tontería) with which he has won several awards (best work and best 
direction in IX Festival Mutis, 2018 Barcelona) and which is on national and international tour.

Bachelor of  interpretation in the CAL, Casa das Artes de Laranjeiras (Brazil). Diploma in Dramatic corporeal Mime 

and Physical Theater in Moveo (Barcelona). His training also includes: Physical and gestural theater with the Fran-
co-Brazilian company Dos à Deux; Lecoq methodology with Andreas Simma (Théâtre du Soleil) and Roberta Carreri 
(Odin Teatret); dance with Cecilia Colacrai and Nara Keizerman; Clown with Jedda Dantas.

He has worked as an actor under the direction of: Simone Beguinni, Renato Icarahy, Luizapa Furlanetto, Ole Erd-
mann, Juan Pablo Mazorra, Sophie Kasser, Olivier Décriaud, and Stéphane Lévy. He was also director of  the show 
«Why do you smoke so much, Lily?» of  Tennessee Williams and participated as an assistant director at the school of 
theater and cinema CN ARTES (Rio de Janeiro), where he also served as a teacher.



SIZIANA REISER
Actress. Currently working on the creation of  her first show, which will be called «VOLTAR» and will pre-
miere in 2019 in Zurich (Switzerland).

Diploma in Dramatic corporeal Mime and Physical Theater at the MOVEO school in Barcelona, with pro-
fessors like Sophie Kasser, Stéphane Lévy, Olivier Décriaud and Mai Rojas.

In her complementary training there is: Lecoq methodology with Montse Bonet and Pere Farran; act-
ing training of  Jerzy Grotowski with Javier Cárcel Hidalgo-Saavedra. In contemporary dance, she has 
trained with Cecilia Colacrai, Laura Vilar; in oriental-tribal dance with Anna Liechti. In Improvisation, she 
was trained in the “Julia” league for five years in Switzerland and speaks fluently four languages: French, 
German, English and Spanish.



MARC LORENZO
Actor, director, pianist and teacher. Founder of  the Artic Teatre School (Barcelona), where he works as 
a teacher and director. He is also part of  the company Mai Rojas y los escultores del aire; where partici-
pates as a pianist and performer.

He began his training in Eòlia with professors such as Núria Legarda, David Verd, Josep Galindo, Sandra 
Monclús, Pau Miró and Teresa Medina. Diploma in corporeal Mime and Physical Theater at MOVEO.
He acted in: «Instants de Pleniluni» (Special Mention Award of  the Public, IV Edition Dulcinea Curts); «Vi-
ral» directed by Abel Coll i Jordi Faura; «UTOPIES» co-directed by Glòria Balañà, Pierre Castagné and 
Olivier Colinni (it was performed at Festival Grec, Montpellier and Berlin); «A l’Arca at 8» and «Deixa’t 
d’històries» (Cia. Al Galliner); «Delete» by Juan Pablo Mazorra (Cia. Parece Una Tontería); «La Santa Es-
pina», main character of  the feature film, directed by Héctor Romance.

He directed: «Criatures», «Taxi», «Boeing-Boeing», «La Ronda», «TocToc», «Oscar» and «Deu Negrets» 
with the company La Inestable de Bellaterra; «Jump!» Inspired by the musical “A Chorus Line” (Cia. 
L’Artístik); and «Bohemios” (Homage to Amadeu Vives, Collbató). He was professor of  interpretation in 
Eòlia; and also at IES Pere Calders (within the school program, 1st and 2nd of  ESO).



ARTISTIC TEAM

Director
 Olivier Décriaud

Interpreters
 Yucef  Zraiby, Marc Lorenzo, Neilor Moreno,
 Siziana Reiser y Raquel Banal

Production
 Cia. Si tu t’imagines y Moveo

Graphics & Art Direction
 Helena Nehme Yung

Photography & Video 
 André Ferré

Special Thanks to
 Lisa Nye, Laura Galli, Núria Ruiz, Estel.la Muñoz, Mayra Luna, Marta Montiel  
 Pérez,  CarneViva  Promotara, Joel Guardeño.  

CONTACT

RAQUEL BANAL
Tel: +34 675 76 12 31

OLIVIER DÉCRIAUD
Tel: +34 652 48 30 27
MAIL situtimagines.cia@gmail.com

CO-PRODUCTION

MOVEO
MOVEO creation and teaching centre is an international space based in Barcelona 
since 2005 and specialized in physical theatre.
 
MOVEO encourages artistic projects based in multi-cultural and multidisciplinary 
collaborations, believing that constant research and complicity between multi-
ple-backgrounded artists in the performing areas are vital for the development of 
the contemporary theatre. 
 
Since it was founded, MOVEO’s work is centred into a creation-theatre and physical 
theatre, where the body is the fundamental tool to express, integrating text, music, 
scenery and audio-visual means too, if  necessary. Projects born at this centre have 
been on tour for more than 10 years now, and they have received different kind of 
support from entities such as Barcelona’s City Council, the Generalitat de Cataluña 
and Llull Foundation.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Acting Space
 0%  inclination floor with no imperfections (7m x 7m minimal)

Sound System
 Equipment with input and cable mini jack for computer and input jack for   
 wireless guitar  
 A wireless handheld microphone
 2 monitors on stage (ideally)
 P.A (frontal sound boxes)

Light
 No need for any lighting if  the show happens during the day.
 In the case of  an external performance at night, a simple illumination of  the   
 stage is required. 

Duration
 35 minutes




